


















































































































































































































































• ¼ Tank Primary Transfer
• ¼ Tank Backup Transfer
• ½ Tank Primary Transfer
• ½ Tank Backup Transfer
• Full Tank Primary Transfer
• Full Tank Backup Transfer
• X Gallon Primary Transfer
• X Gallon Backup Transfer
• Supply Tank Heater On
• Supply Tank Heater Off
• Multi-Use Tank Heater On
• Multi-Use Tank Heater Off
• Set Supply Tank Temperature
• Set Multi-Use Tank Temperature
• ¼ Tank Return Transfer
• ½ Tank Return Transfer
• Full Tank Return Transfer






















































































































































Advanced Exploration Systems 
Autonomous Fluid Transfer System 
Autonomous Mission Operations 
Communications 
Environmental Control and Life Support System 
EXpedite the PRocessing of Experiments for Space Station Racks 
Fault Detection, Diagnostics and Response 
Fault Detection Isolation and Recovery 
Guidance , Navigation and Control 







International Space Station 
Mission Operations Lab 
Marshall Space Flight Center 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
Onboard Short Term Plan 














A dual tank, computer controlled Test-Bed which mimics either a habitat water 
or a simplistic cryogenic fluid system. 
 
HAL 9000 Space Operating System is a crew-integrated, autonomous 
command and control system designed specifically for fully automated, long-
duration deep space vehicles.  
The Timeliner scripting language for expressing operational procedures.  The 
TLX integration platform is used for developing and executing Timeliner 
applications. Developed and maintained by Draper Laboratory.  Timeliner has 
been used in Space Shuttle simulation since 1982, on Space Shuttle since 1991, 
and on ISS since 1994; Timeliner-TLX was commercialized in 1997.  
 
